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ABSTRACT The AN/UYS-l Advanced Signal Processor (ASP), or PROTEUS, is the 
U.S. Navy's standard signal processor and is being utilized in several sys-
tems. For shipboard use, the ASP is used as a processor with no peripherals, 
generally passing outputs to an AN/UYK-20 or other gen~ral purpose computer 
for display processing. In a laboratory or advanced development situation, 
ASP utilization is m~re difficult since it is not designed for this environ-
ment. There is no compiler in the ASP, no interactive peripherals, and in-
vestigation of machine status is via toggle switches and light readouts on 
the maintenance panel. 

In order to provide a means of utilizing the ASP effectively in advanced 
development situations, NUSC developed an ASP laboratory test bed. In this 
configuration the ASP is supported by a general purpose computer, specifi-
cally a DEC PDP-ll/45, whose normal features are available to users includ-
ing editors, utilities programs, etc. In addition, the 11/45 is physically 
connected to the ASP through two specially designed and constructed inter-
faces. One connects the PDP's high-speed UNIBUS to a PROTEUS Digital Chan-
nel (PDC) using NTDS protocol. The second replaces the maintenance panel's 
toggle switches and lights by connecting the maintenance panel interface di-
rectly to the PDP-ll. The heart of the test bed's effectiveness is in the 
special software written to allow research use of the ASP. 

From the user's viewpoint, the entire development process can be controlled 
from a single PDP-ll terminal using standard computer procedures. This re-
places steps of generating tapes for compilation, using a special I/O adapter 
to load programs, requiring a special data interface, and utilizing switches 
and lights to debug operational prog~ams. Program development time is re-
duced dramatically over the previous procedure, and this allows easy genera-
tion and testing of advanced signal processing algorithms. 

This paper describes the ASP Test Bed and its features, special microcode 
programs, and the use of the ASP in a specific development situation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The NUSC, New London, ASP Test Bed was designed to provide a facility for 
both hosting the Advanced Signal Processor (ASP) and for communicating with 
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the Facility for Automated Software Production (FASP), located at the Naval 
Air Development Center (NADC) in Warminster, Pennsylvania. The FASP is the 
single source for all support software required by the ASP. It allows users 
to generate and maintain data bases for their individual applications. 

The principal components of the ASP Test Bed are a Digital Equipment Corpor-
ation (DEC) PDP-ll/45 minicomputer with peripherals, hardware interfaces to 
the ASP, and associated system software. The test bed evolved in three 
phases, providing a system with increasing sophistication in terms of user 
and intercomputer interfaces. Phase 1 allowed immediate usage of the ASP 
hardware upon its arrival at NUSC. The capabilities provided were: creation 
of source files on the PDP~ll and transmission of them to the FASP; receiving 
load modules created at the FASP and inputting them into the ASP using the 
IBM System I/O Adapter (SIOA) (a custom lab tool which allowed input/output 
operations, via magnetic tape); debugging at the assembly language level was 
performed via the SIOA and at the microcode level via the maintenance panel 
(both were crude and time-consuming tasks). Phase 2 automated all mainten-
ance panel functions for the user; e.g., loading and dumping of memories, al-
tering and displaying registers, setting of breakpoints, etc. Control was 
provided by an interactive command language which the user accesses through 
a CRT terminal. Phase 3 provided a high-speed I/O interface between the ASP's 
PROTEUS Digital Channel (PDC) and the test bed's host PDP-ll/45 computer to 
permit ASP utilization of the test bed peripherals. Together with a compre-
hensive support software package, tailored to this channel, the user now com-
manded all software development functions, from initial source code typing to 
operational testing and graphic display, while seated at a single CRT terminal. 

A block diagram of the test bed equipment, showing these interfaces, is given 
in Figure 1. The following sections contain greater detail on the software 
and hardware developments required to obtain these capabilities. Starting 
with a brief description of the AN/UYS-1 and concluding with a look at how the 
test bed is being utilized today by the Light Airborne Multipurpose System 
(LAMPS) program at NUSC, New London. 

1. AN/UYS-l, ADVANCED SIGNAL PROCESSOR 

The Advanced Signal Processor (ASP) is a militarized signal processor devel-
oped by the Federal Systems Division of IBM Corporation under contract to the 
Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, Pennsylvania. It has been desig-
nated the U.S. Navy standard signal ~rocessor. Figure 2 is a high level block 
diagram of the ASP. A brief description of some of the ASP's subunits follow 
[lJ. 

1.1 ASP SUBUNIT CHARACTERISTICS 

1.1.1 CONTROL PROCESSOR (CP) 

The CP is a microprogrammed 16/32-bit general computer which executes system 
supervisory and data management functions. It contains a 32-bit ALU and op-
erates on a 300-nanosecond microinstruction cycle time. It has 64 general 
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registers and 192 external registers. Its storage capability consists of 
64K x 34 bits of program store and 4K x 34 bits of microprogram control 
store. 

1.1.2 ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR (AP) 

The AP is a microprogrammed 32-bit special purpose processor. It contains 
one or two modular, pipeline Arithmetic Elements (AE) executing microin-
structions at a 10 MHz rate, in lock-step. Each AE includes a 16 x 16-bit 
multiplier and 32-bit, 3-way adder as well as a 2K x 34-bit working store . 
The AP contains a 2K x 68-bit microstore for arithmetic microprograms and 
a sine-cosine generator. Each AE is capable of executing 10 million multi-
plies and 20 million adds per second, completing a lK complex FFT in 2 milli-
seconds. 

1.1.3 BULK STORE 

The Bulk Store is a data and coefficient/parameter memory with a capacity of 
up to two million 32-bit words. Memory is organized as 64-bit double words 
with eight bits of error correcting/detecting codes. The basic cycle time 
is 800 ns, with a 400 ns interleaved cycle. 

1.1.4 INPUT/OUTPUT CHANNELS 

A mix of up to eight PROTEUS Digital Channels (POC) or Navy Tactical Data 
Standard (NTDS) channels are available for high-speed data transfer. The 
maximum aggragate transfer rate (for all channels) to Bulk Store is 2.5 MHz. 

1.2 PROGRAMMABILITY 

1.2.1 MICRO PROGRAM 

Both the CP and AP are controlled by micro-coded programs. The CP micro-
program is not intended to be modified ,by the user. The AP signal proces-
sing micro programs or "macros" are maintained in a library as part of the 
FASP. New AP macros can be coded and translated by a user through use of 
support software available in the FASP. 

1.2.2 SIGNAL PROCESSING LANGUAGE (SPL) 

Application programs are coded in SPL, which is an assembly level language. 
SPL instructions are emulated by the CP micro program. 

1.2.3 HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE 

SPL/1, the U.S. Navy's standard signal processing language, may be used for 
writing high-level language programs for the ASP. The SPL/l compiler is 
accessible via the FASP. 
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ASP TEST BED DEVELOPMENT 

pieces of hardware and software were designed fabricated/coded, 
and integrated, to finally arrive at the full scale test bed in use 
Each of these items will be briefly discussed with special emphasis 
capabilities were acquired at each stage in the development cycle. 

COMMUNICATION WITH NADC'S FASP 

An initial requirement for the test bed was an ability to access and inter-
act with the Program Generation and Development software maintained solely 
at NADC. Since all compilers, assemblers, translaters, and linkers needed 
to generate load modules for the ASP are contained in the FASP, this commu-
nication link was imperative. To achieve this capability, only one custom 
piece of software was required. This program provided for interactive com-
munication necessary for transferring files to and from the FASP. In addi-
tion, a previously written software package to allow the PDP-ll to simulate 
a CDC-200 UT terminal was obtained externally. While no custom hardware 
was required, a 4BOO-baud modem and its associated interface to the PDP-ll 
were procured. 

This feature allowed the test bed to function, albeit disjointly, through 
physical transport of magnetic tapes from the PDP-ll system to the SIOA con-
nected to the PROTEUS Digital Channels of the ASP. Debug operation was very 
cumbersome and slow, using the SIOA for SPL-level code and the manual main-
tenance panel for AP microcode and hardware troubleshooting. 

2.2 MAINTENANCE PANEL (MP) INTERFACE 

The manual maintenance panel of the ASP, pictured in Figure 3, illustrates 
the type of functions one is able to perform. In an effort to expedite and 
facilitate the access of both micro-level and SPL-level information available 
to the user, it was found desirable to control these accesses via software. 
To this end, an interface was devised to allow the PDP-ll host to. perform all 
possible maintenance panel functions [2], [3]. 

The interface hardware can be viewed conceptually as capturing the lights and 
switches of the MP in the form of "read only" and "write only" registers, re-
spectively, for the PDP-ll to access. Key control signals generated by the 
ASP are also captured and used to generate interrupts for the PDP-ll to serv-
ice. 

The NUSC/NL ASP Test Bed utilizes this hardware in conjunction with a soft-
ware driver interfacing to a high level command language, both running on the 
PDP-ll processor. A user of the test bed will therefore be able to easily 
perform any of the MP functions, via a CRT terminal, in a rapid, straight-
forward manner. 

2.2.1 HARDWARE DESIGN OVERVIEW 

The maintenance panel interface logic consists of three major parts: PDP-ll 
resident logic, IBM logic page extracted from the maintenance panel, and the 
NUSC designed interface board (MPILB). 
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One system unit of the PDP-ll is populated with seven DEC modules to effect 
the interface to the UNIBUS. The DEC modules provide interrupt control, ad-
dress selection, read/write control, as well as UNIBUS drivers and receivers. 
The interface logic board (MPIlB) communicates directly with this module set. 

The MPl page (IBM 4~ technology) [4] was removed from the ASP maintenance 
panel and mounted within the interface enclosure. The board performs the 
identical tasks as when mounted in the maintenance panel except, instead of 
lighting lights and reading switch settings, it is actually communicating 
with PDP-ll registers. This is performed in a manner which is completely 
transparent to both the MPl page and, of course, the ASP itself. 

The MPIlB is the heart of the PDP-ll to maintenance panel port interface. It 
provides all necessary logic functions to mate the MPl page to the UNIRUS in-
terface modules. This interface can be viewed functionally (say, from a PDP-
11 system programmer's point of view) by defining the registers which comprise 
it. Figure 4 illustrates this. 

2.2.2 SOFTWARE DRIVER 

The purpose of the maintenance panel interface driver is to provide the fol-
lowing services to user programs that access the ASP over the maintenance 
panel interface. 

a. Emulates a block transfer device. This is a standard function 
for a driver of an interrupt driven, single word transfer device, such as 
the maintenance panel interface. 

b. Allows user programs to access the interface through the use of 
natural I/O functions. There are numerous encodings and protocols which must 
be used in performing the various maintenance panel operations. The user pro-
gram need not be concerned with these, but merely issues commands such as read 
bulk store, write program store, etc. 

c. Presents all I/O functions in terms of operating system calls. 
This driver is fully integrated into the RSX-llM operating system of the PDP-
11/45. 

2.2.3 TEST BED COMMAND lANGUAGE 

In order to further facilitate access to the functions provided by this inter-
face package, a high-level interactive command language was written [5]. The 
Test Bed Command language (TCl) was designed to provide the type of functions 
itemized below. 

a. Examine and change any location in any of the ASP memories. 

b. Load files at a specified address. 

c. Set and run to breakpoint (both CP and AP). 

d. Execute instruction step or microstep. 
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e. Stop/ reset. 

f. Execute command files. 

These functions are executed by entering simple one or two-character com-
mands at a user terminal. For example, ";U will display a current memory 
location, "%" will reset the ASP, "#" will cause execution of a command 
file, etc. Stores and registers are referenced by simple mnemonics. For 
example, PS - program store, BS - bulk store, CSAR - control store address 
register, etc. Through use of TCl, debug capabilities of both ASP software/ 
microcode and hardware were greatly enhanced. 

2.3 PROTEUS DIGITAL CHANNEL INTERFACE 

The NUSC Advanced Signal Processor (ASP) Test Bed includes an interface from 
a PROTEUS Digital Channel (PDC) to the PDP-ll/45, in order that the POP-ll 
may provide the following services: 

a. Perform a variety of pre and post-processing tasks to run in 
conjunction with PROTEUS software - for example, tasks which supply synthetic 
data to the ASP or display its output. 

b. Duplicate the SIO Adapter1s function as the peripheral from which 
the ASP is bootstrapped/loaded and from which the diagnostics are run. 

c. Function as System Control Unit (SCU) for the purpose of commu~ 
nicating with the ASP according to standard software protocols [6]. 

2.3.1 PDC INTERFACE CONFIGURATION 

As diagrammed in Figure 5, the PDP-ll interface to the serial PDC was imple-
mented with an intermediate conversion to NT OS protocol. This method was 
chosen since an NTDS type interface for the PDP-ll family of minicomputers 
would (and did) have use for other projects in the Navy community. In addi-
tion, this made the design somewhat simpler than interfacing directly to the 
POC. The PDC/NTDS adapter manufactured by General Electric (GE), Syracuse, 
New York, was available at that time. 

The PDP-ll contains a standard DEC OR-llB DMA interface to which a custom 
set of logic boards (also resident in the PDP-ll) communicate and in turn 
generate the standard NTDS, intercomputer input and output subchannels [7]. 
This custom logic is cabled to the GE POC/NTOS adapter box which performs 
packing (16 to 32 and vice versa), buffering, and protocol conversion to the 
POC serial channel. The POC has sink (input) and source (output) subchannels 
which are completely independent in operation. However, from the POP-ll point-
of-view operation is basically half-duplex, but no special considerations (i.e., 
synchronization) need be made since the POP-ll will queue any concurrent I/O 
requests and handle them in a sequential manner. This channel configuration 
was utilized together with several software modules to provide desired ser-
vices as stated in the preceding section. 
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2.3.2 SUPPORT SOFTWARE 

At the bottom of the software hierarchy which supports channel services is 
an RSX-llM compatible driver for the PDC interface. It directly supports 
function (a) of section 2.3 by providing QIO calls which are symmetric to 
the Execute I/O (XIO) instruction of the ASP. At the next higher software 
level, two FORTRAN programs have been written for the purpose of remotely 
bootstrapping PROTEUS from a PDP-ll disk file, and emulating the SCU capa-
bilities of the SIO Adapter. At the next level an RSX-llM command file 
has been written, which activates these tasks to allow the PROTEUS diagnos-
tics to be run remotely from the POP-ll [8]. 

2.3.2.1 REMOTE IMPL/IPL 

Initialization of the ASP involves loading micro programs into CP control 
store and the system loader into program store over a POC. This process 
may be activated locally be depressing the IMPL (initial micro program load) 
button on the ASP or remotely by sending it certain PDC command sequences. 
Heretofore, the initial load data was contained on mag tape and entered via 
the SIOA through a series of manual operations. The PDC/NTDS/UNIBUS inter-
face allows the POP-ll to be used as the load device for the ASP, with the 
bootstrap information (IMPL/IPL data) stored on a disk file. This procedure 
has been automated for the user by a straightforward FORTRAN program. 

2.3.2.2 SIOA EMULATION 

The System Input/Output Adapter (SIOA) is the principal manufacturer supplied 
peripheral for use with the ASP in a laboratory environment. The SIOA con-
sists of two PDC interfaces, one of which is connected to a magnetic tape 
unit and line printer, and the other connected to a CRT terminal. It has a 
maintenance panel with rotary switches, push buttons, and lights to be used 
in conjunction with these interfaces to exercise control on these devices or 
initiate data transfers. The SIOA emulation program uses the PDC/NTDS/UNIBUS 
interface to perform two major SIOA functions. First, provide input and out-
put communication (in hexadecimal form~t) between any PDP-ll terminal and the 
ASP without any need for maintenance panel intervention and, secondly, pro-
vide magnetic tape control and transfer functions with the capability of sim-
ulating the tape with a disk file. 

2.3.2.3 REMOTE DIAGNOSTICS 

As an application of the support software for the PDC/NTDS/UNIBUS interface, 
a procedure for running the ASP hardware diagnostics remotely from the PDP-ll 
has been developed. An RSX-llM indirect command file is used to interactively 
implement the remote diagnostic procedure. A simulated load tape (disk file) 
was generated using the manufacturer's supplied diagnostic tape. From a user 
terminal, the diagnostic routines can be loaded and run with one of three op-
tions specified. 

a. full fault detection and localization 

b. full fault detection without localization 
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c. run to a specified test and loop on that test 

At the completion of the diagnostics, the user will receive a GO/NO GO mes-
sage along with the suspected fault group call-out if an error was detected. 

2.3.3 CHANNEL PERFORMANCE 

As a by-product of a demonstration scenario designed to show how the test 
bed could be used in a real-time signal processing environment, a measure-
ment of the maximum channel (PDC/NTDS/UNIBUS) bandwidth was made. Buffers 
of 1 ength 512 and 1024 words (16-bit) were moved from the PDP-ll I S memory 
to the ASP. Runs were made for various durations with the POP-ll keeping 
count of the number of buffers transferred. These runs yielded buffer trans-
mit times of 1/96 second and 1/75 second for 512 word and 1024 word buffers, 
respectively. Since the overhead in performing I/O is independent of buffer 
size, the difference in transfer times is due entirely to the extra 512 words. 
Thus, the channel bandwidth is 512/(1/75 - 1/96) = 170,000 words/sec. This 
rate compares very favorably with the advertised maximum bandwidths achievable 
with both NT OS and POC type channels. 

3. USE OF THE ASP TEST BED FOR LAMPS SOFTWARE TESTING 

The AN/SQQ-28, Light Airborne Multipurpose System (LAMPS) (shipboard system) 
program at NUSC, New London, is currently utilizing the ASP Test Bed for test-
ing and verification of incremental software deliveries. As will be described 
in the following paragraphs, this testing makes extensive use of the inter-
faces previously discussed, as well as the communication link to the FASP. 
In addition to load modules of LAMPS software being transmitted from the FASP, 
weekly listings of all Program Trouble Reports (PTR's) are also received. 

The configuration for LAMPS software testing employs the PDP-ll as System Con-
trol Unit (SCU) and load device via the NTDS/PDC hardware/software package. 
The load tape to be tested is produced via the FASP and maintained as a PDP-ll 
disk file. The maintenance panel hardware/software package is used primarily 
for simulating the Input Signal Conditioner (ISC). This involves generating 
the equivalent of an ISC interrupt, which drives the software system, and 
filling the ISC buffers with synthetic data. 

In the LAMPS system the SCU functions , as system controller and post processor. 
The testing, therefore, proceeds along two lines. One is to check that the 
communication protocols involved in system control function as described in 
the Interface Document [6J. Using the SIO Adapter emulation capability on 
the PDP-ll, streams of SCU type commands have been transmitted to the ASP 
and the various acknowledgements checked. The other line of testing has 
been to check the actual signal processing by loading synthetic input and 
examining the post processor (PDP-ll) output. This procedure was used for 
Bathythermographic (BT) processing [9J. The BT buoy transmits a pure sinu-
soidal signal whose frequency varies linearly with temperature. The LAMPS 
software determines the frequency over certain time intervals by counting 
zero crossings. It then computes the temperature for each interval accord-
ing to the linear formula. It is a computationally simple processing mode, 
but it was a good vehicle for putting the whole test procedure in order. 
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Similar testing is being conducted on the Ambient Noise Measurement (ANM) 
Processing. This uses a more conventional spectral analysis procedure to 
determine the background noise in various frequency bands. Pure sinusoids 
as used in BT seem to cause concentrated noise in the appropriate band, as 
would be expected. The testing will probably involve checking the corre-
spondence between input and output amplitudes and using signals of mixed 
frequencies. 

Thus, as a result of these initial efforts on the LAMPS software, the use-
fulness of the various facilities which the test bed offers has been demon-
strated. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It was desired to introduce the AN/UYS-l militarized signal processor into 
a laboratory environment for use as a software development and verification 
tool. A test bed was devised using a PDP-ll/45 general purpose minicomputer 
as a host. In order to simplify and expedite access to the micro-level and 
assembly-level machine, two interfaces consisting of both custom and off-
the-shelf hardware as well as comprehensive support software packages were 
designed, implemented, and tested at NUSC. The test bed development, now 
complete, has been exercised by various demonstration scenarios in an effort 
to debug its various hardware and software parts and provide evidence of its 
capabilities. At present, the facility is being utilized by the LAMPS pro-
gram for software test and verification. 
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DISCUSSION 

CAPT C.M. Rigsbee Why didn't you use the NTDS channel I/O 
on the ASP instead of developing the NTDS interface box? 

F.W. Molino The ASP Advanced Development Model, which NUSC 
has, was available only with Proteus Digital Channel I/O; 
NTDS channels became available in the production version. 
An NTDS channel interface for PDP 11 minicomputers was 
designed and built by NUSC. It has fairly general use, 
since many U.S. Navy militarized peripherals and computers 
have this standard r/o channel. The hardware to convert 
from NTDS to PDC protocol was not a new development, it had 
previously been designed by G.E., Syracuse, New York, for 
use in another application. 

R. Seynaeve What percent of the ASP programming is done 
in:-

(a) Microcode 

(b) Using a block language or a standard 
set of signal processing functions? 

F.W. Molino Currently: , 
Arithmetic Processor (AP) : 100% microcode 
Control Processor (Cp) : 99% assembly 

1% high level (SPL/I) 

Future (pre-ACOS): 

CP : 80% high level, 20% assembly 

Future (post-ACOS): 

CP : 50% block language, 50% high level. 

Y.S. Wu How big an effort? 

F.W. Molino Two people, three years. The majority of the 
design, implementation and debug efforts were performed by 
two people over a period of about three years. 
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